Fiorenzato
F4E NANO
Manual Supplement
Quick tips

Thank you for your business! You are going to love your new F4E Nano Grinder. It
combines classic beauty, value, and great performance. These instructional tips will help
operate your grinder to its fullest capacity. Enjoy your new machine!

DESCRIPTION & VALUES
C1 = One cup

M = Manual Grinding (Hand)

C2 = Two cups

D = Quantity of doses during one day (includes single, double, and manual selections)
U = Quantity of doses during one week (includes single, double, and manual selections)
L = Quantity of doses during the lifetime of the grinder
Note: Please adjust the values for the time and day of the week from initial startup. This will
eliminate discrepancies between the values.

ADJUSTING THE GRIND
Finer- Rotate adjustment collar counter clockwise (only make finer adjustments when the
grinder burrs are rotating. This will eliminate jamming of the burrs and inaccurate adjustments)
Coarse- Rotate adjustment collar clockwise

OPERATION
All shots are shown with seconds and tens of seconds values
C1 & C2 - Preset timed shots
M - Manual shots “press and hold”

SHOT TIME ADJUSTMENT
To adjust shot times, simultaneously press the C1 and M. Using two hands (both thumbs) will
ensure proper operation. You will hear three beeps followed by the “1 cup” display. To display
the time in seconds for “1 cup” press C2. To increase time, press the C1 button per the amount
of tenths of seconds you would like. To decrease time, press the M button per the amount of
tenths per seconds you would like. Once this operation is complete please press C2 to skip to
the “2 cup” value. You can repeat the increase/decrease time operation with the same buttons
listed for the previous setting. Remember to press C2 to save the values and exit out.

STATISTICTS DISPLAY AND MANUAL (CONTINUOUS)
DEACTIVATION
Press and hold the C1 and the C2 button until you hear four beeps and the display says
“STATS”. Press C1 and “ON” will be displayed. To turn ”OFF” press C2 (if you want to turn selection
back to “ON” press M). To continue and store this value press C1 again and then “MAN” will appear.
Press the C1 again until you see “ON”. You can change it to “OFF” by pressing C2. Once you have done
this, confirm and exit this menu by pressing C1.
If you choose to turn off statistics display (rolling headline showing D,U,and L values), the values will
continue to be stored but information will not be shown.

TIME AND WEEK ADJUSTMENT
To adjust the time press and hold the C1 button and the M button simultaneously. Using two
hands will ensure proper operation. You will hear two beeps followed by time display flashing.
Adjust hours- up with M button, down with C2 button. Advance to the next setting with the C1
button once time values are adjusted. Next you will arrive at the week day setting. The days of
the week are assigned a value such as follows:
Mon = 1 Tues = 2 Wed = 3 Thurs = 4 Fri = 5

Sat = 6 Sun = 7

Please note that time is only numeric (24 hours)

Safety devices-Thermal cut off
This grinder is equipped with and thermal cut off sensor. If your grinder becomes jammed with a
foreign object and the burrs are no longer spinning, the power to the motor will be disconnected
to avoid damage if overheating occurs. The burrs may become jammed if you adjust to the
coffee too fine. If this occurs please disconnect grinder from the power supply, loosen the burrs,
and wait till grinder cools off (approximately 15 minutes). NEVER try to release whatever is
jammed in the burrs while the machine is plugged in. It is possible for the grinder burrs to start
rotating if you try to remove whatever is blocking the burrs while the machine is on. This could
cause personal injury. Please contact technical assistance if problem persists.

Safety devices- Safety Screws
There are safety screws located on the adjustment collar for the hopper and grind adjustment.
These screws are not to be removed by the end user. The grind adjustment safety screw must
never be removed as this would expose you to high speed rotating parts. This screw also
makes sure that the burrs cannot be totally removed by unscrewing. There are two holes in the
ring nut that will inhibit the collar from being totally unscrewed. If by some chance you unscrew
the burrs totally be conscience that the threads are super fine and will pose resistance if there is
coffee between them. Also, threads WILL cross thread if not properly installed. This will cause
irreparable damage to your grinder. Please follow all safety recommendations.

Cleaning
Please follow the cleaning recommendations outlined in the manual. NEVER use water in any
fashion to clean the inside of the grinder. To clean the inside of the grinder without removing the
grinding ring, please use cleaning pills. Please refer to link below.
https://www.chriscoffee.com/Full-Circle-Grinder-Cleaner-p/fclgr.htm

Thank you and enjoy!

